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Dear Sir/Madam,
As a resident of Blisworth Arm, adjacent to the proposed rail  terminal, I wish to express
my dismay at the attempt to delay examination of the plans for  Rail Central.  
Ashfield Land/Gazeley have consistently proven to be an inefficient and unreliable
applicant and to offer a time extension before examination would appear to offer benefit to
them whilst extending the period of uncertainty for those affected by this proposal. The
public consultation process so far has been characterised by lack of clarity and obfuscation
about the proposal and has created considerable anxiety amongst the local population and
the many local and regional stakeholders. I cannot over emphasise the impact the threat of
this development has had on individual lives and future plans for many in the area. Further
extension to the protracted timelines can only add to the stress levels already evident. It is
of note that some exceptional people in the village have devoted an incredible amount of
time and effort to establish a thorough understanding of the applicants proposal but this has
been hampered by changing positions and lack of detail and clarity from the applicant at
every turn. This has made local understanding extremely demanding and the personal
impact on those engaged has been significant. There must be a better balance between the
rights of the applicants and those of the local population. At present it appears to favour
the heavily resourced developer and further delay, so that they can better prepare their case
for examination, is unjust given the extended period since the proposal was first made
public.
Specific items I would like to note are:

Delay to the Rail Central examination will have an impact upon the proper
examination of the nearby Northampton Gateway proposal. Without visibility of the
detailed  Rail Central plan it will be impossible to correctly assess the cumulative
impact of these two major developments. This will be most relevant to the
environmental and transport examinations. Both road and rail transport is already
highly stressed in this locality and needs to be considered in considerable detail. At
present Rail Central ,as a stand alone proposal, has failed to produce a convincing
traffic case and it is imperative that a forensic individual and cumulative
examination is made of the two development proposals.
 The applicant has not given due regard to the statutory rights afforded to the
extensive Conservation Area status within and adjacent to the site.  Blisworth Arm,
and the Grand Union Canal itself, are intended to be protected for the benefits of the
many recreational users of this nationally recognised historic  asset. At the beginning
of the development proposal I approached English Heritage to identify if further
protection beyond  that offered by Conservation Area status was required but I was
assured that adequate planning protection against improper development was
provided. This has not been evident in the developers proposal who appear to
approach this planning protection with disdain, particularly with regard to the visual
and environmental  impact, whilst paying lip service to safeguards for the listed
buildings within the village centre.
Whilst the focus on the local impact of the development proposal is understandable
there needs to be a national strategic consideration. The concentration of the (as yet
under utilised)  SRFI in this region of the Midlands is marked and a better balance
across the country would support the strategic intent to distribute the economic
activity away from the south and centre of the country. Both Northampton Gateway
and Rail Central proposals reinforce the imbalance which appears contrary to the



intent of other major developments such as HS2.    

  
In sum I reiterate that I strongly disagree with the option to extend the timeline for
examination of the Rail Central proposal. That the applicants are not ready is not in itself a
reason to halt examination at the due time but rather reflects the developers  inconsistent
and inadequate approach to this major proposal. They should not be rewarded with more
time  to undertake yet further iterative plans whilst running  roughshod over legitimate
local concerns and planning considerations.

Yours sincerely

Peter Jaynes

Blisworth
Northants.
  
    




